
Prime Minister  Tredeau’s  plan to  support  Black business  owners  and entrepreneurs

By now, all of Toronto - and Canada for that matter, has heard about Prime Minister Tredeau’s plan to support Black business owners
and entrepreneurs with The Weekend’s incubator Hxouse in partnership with TD bank. And for those who don’t know - well,
hopefully this article can catch you up; because this is pretty BIG. In response to the impact Black businesses faced during COVID-19,
really highlighting the barriers Black businesses face in accessing funding, managing ownership and the constant tug and pull between
Black businesses and gentrification; Trudeau has pledged to allocate $93million from the Government of Canada to the $221million
investments made in partnership with Canadian financial institutions to launch the first ever: Black Entrepreneurship Program. 

This program will extend into 3 major avenues in efforts to support Black businesses holistically; (1) there will also be the development
of an Ecosystem Fund, which will be primarily structured to provide black business owners with trainings, mentorship, funding, and
financial support; (2) there will also the Black Entrepreneurship Loan Fund, which will range from $25K-$250K for Black business
owners and entrepreneurs. This will be done in partnership with TD, RBC, CIBC, BMO and many more to make $128 million available
to Black business owners across the country; (3) lastly, there will be the Knowledge Hub, which will begin to collect data on Black
entrepreneurship in Canada, and help identify their barriers and gaps could be supports in growth. Now although the details
surrounding how to access these 3 pillars of the Black Entrepreneurship initiative are not yet readily available - this is a great time to
open the discussion of places you can access right now to help support the funding of your business.
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Black Execs
Stay Connected. We Got You.

An initiative created by Marlon Palmer and Mr.Koa

in partnership with Only Fans - pause, I know exactly

what you’re thinking. It’s not THAT, trust us. It’s way

bigger, and much more thoughtful and philanthropic

than scandalous content typically displayed on the

platform. They explain that even though this

platform is known - well, for what it’s known for, the

payment structure is most beneficial for what they

are trying to achieve, and makes the most sense in

terms of achieving IMPACT. What they have set up is

fund, where they can place Black businesses at the

forefront and allow the general public to donate

through a monthly $5.00 subscription, in

conjunction with an amazon wish-list. The money

collected, along with the items on the amazon wish-

list will go towards supporting a Black business -

Black businesses who have submitted themselves to

be considered as a recipient. The content released on

the Only Fans platform will then highlight the

recipients who receive the items from the wish list,

and/or the funds from the monthly subscriptions.

What’s incredible about this initiative is that all Black

businesses are open to apply - even now, you are

open to submit your explanation of how you intend

to use the money to fund your dream. This is also

open to Black single mothers - heart warming right?

How could you not support? How could you not

apply?

Pitch better is providing another amazing

opportunity as well to all Black women

owned businesses, LGBTQ, newcomer,

differently abled, or members of

radicalized communities an opportunity

to win $10K to support their

entrepreneurial goals. Pitch Better is ran

by two Black women who have made it

their prerogative to support small

businesses and start ups to “Pitch Better”

in efforts to access funding and secure

opportunities to grow their brands. The

summit to pitch happens September 26th,

and the deadline to apply is the 23rd - so

make sure you’re proactive in accessing

these amazing opportunities specifically

targeted at Black businesses: because they

had you in mind when designing these

campaigns.


